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What is DevOps?
DevOps, a logical extension of Agile principles, is a set of both technical and non-technical practices that help 
organizations deliver business value at a faster pace. DevOps practices focus more on software delivery workflow 
and emphasize stronger communication and collaboration across cross-functional teams within the organization. By 
relying on process automation to enable frequent software releases, DevOps practices make the delivery process 
more reliable and predictable, resulting in higher quality software and a more efficient time-to-market.

Why DevOps?
IT companies are constantly striving to deliver new features more frequently with little or no downtime. With 
growing Agile maturity, companies are able to achieve this within their development space, but soon realized the 
bottleneck as being the software delivery workflow. The goal of DevOps is to streamline the software delivery 
workflow by bridging the gap between the Development and Operation teams and all the stakeholders involved in 
designing, developing and releasing the software to the end users, making the entire process more transparent, 
reliable and predictable.

DevOps practices help reduce the time-to-market for the developed applications right from the inception of an 
idea to implementation and delivery to the end user. Organizations benefit from early detection of failures with the 
help of continuous testing and practices, such as continuous logging and continuous monitoring, make it easy to 
quickly react and recover from any failures.
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What Makes Us Different When it Comes 
to DevOps?
DevOps isn’t just a buzzword at CC Pace. Nor is it a silver bullet or an 
‘off-the-shelf’ solution that each organization can apply universally. 
At CC Pace, we take a systematic, holistic approach that goes beyond 
just looking at DevOps as a means for introducing new tools and 
technologies. DevOps solves an organizational problem, so we 
believe attention needs to be given to all aspects of the organization 
– including culture, technology and processes. We recommend a 
phased approach for a DevOps adoption and believe continuous 
improvement is integral to a successful transformation. Because 
of this, we partner with our clients to constantly educate them on 
new tools, technologies and practices to ensure teams are moving 
in the right direction. At the end of the day, our observations and 
experience drive our recommendations; not a ‘how to’ book.

CC Pace is one of the nation’s most trusted Agile technology companies, having pioneered and perfected Agile 
software development, coaching and training since the movement’s earliest beginnings. CC Pace translates 
business objectives into technology plans—then into results. Our software development offerings range from

Our Approach
CC Pace looks at a DevOps adoption as a four-phased approach. The initial phase is the Assessment 
Phase, in which a seasoned consultant works closely with the team to evaluate their environment, identify 
impediments and ultimately create a detailed recommendation for how to systematically adopt DevOps 
practices. The second phase is the Pilot Phase. During this phase, the recommendations are either 
implemented on a pilot project or a proof of concept is performed to demonstrate the application of the 
recommendations. The third phase is an Adoption Phase, during which a target end state is defined, a 
roadmap is created and the practices are prioritized for a broader adoption at the enterprise level. Finally, 
in the Sustenance Phase, the practices are re-visited and reviewed on a periodic basis for continuous 
improvement. Overall, this four-phased approach is designed to take advantage of ongoing advances in 
DevOps practices.  

Devops at CC Pace

evaluating build versus buy scenarios, COTS integration, to 
software development resources that collaborate with the 
customer teams. Our Agile coaching and training offerings are 
fully customizable in order to fit the needs of our clients.
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Assessment Phase
•   Present the concept of DevOps to the development teams
•   Work closely with the development teams to assess the development environment with respect 
     to Agile     
     Engineering Practices
•   Assess the holistic aspects of DevOps that involves:

CC Pace looks at a DevOps adoption as a four-phased approach. The initial phase is the Assessment Phase, in 
which a seasoned consultant works closely with the team to evaluate their environment, identify impediments and 
ultimately create a detailed recommendation for how to systematically adopt a DevOps framework. The second 
phase is the Pilot Phase. During this phase, the recommendations are either implemented on a pilot project 
or a proof of concept is performed to demonstrate the application of the recommendations. The third phase is 
an Adoption Phase, where practices are adjusted for a broader adoption at the enterprise level. Finally, in the 
Sustenance Phase, the practices are re-visited and reviewed on a periodic basis for continuous improvement. 
Overall, this four-phased approach is designed to take advantage of ongoing advances in DevOps practices.  

-  Assessing the cadence of deployments
-  Working closely with the release management teams to understanding the deployment  
   workflow to each higher environment
-  Assessing the level of deployment automation 
-  Assessing the role of developers throughout the deployment process

•   Assess the advanced aspects of DevOps 
•   Present observations and make recommendations

Pilot Phase
•   Apply the recommendations from the assessment
                             or*
•   Proof of Concept is performed to demonstrate the application of the recommendations

Adoption Phase
•   A retrospective is performed to assess what is working well and what can be improved with an  
     organization’s current DevOps state
•   A DevOps target state is defined by identifying capabilities that could benefit the organization 
     holistically
•   DevOps capabilities are prioritized based on cost-benefit analysis, impact analysis and level of effort
•   DevOps implementation roadmap is created to achieve the target state
•   DevOps practice decisions are then adopted and implemented through the organization using 
     industry best-practices

Sustenance Phase
•   The practices are revisited and reviewed on a period basis for continuous improvement

*The choice of which path to pursue would be based on a number of factors, most notably 
the readiness of project to adopt the recommended practices and the availability of 
resources.
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